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were requested to share their results with other teams in the identification process, thereby 
perfecting the integrated control model. 
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Figure 1.1 Flow Chart for Project teams Assignment and their functions 

The mechanical hydraulic team, who carried out the piping design, the thermal load design 
team, who completed simulation of environmental condition and produced the thermal load 
contours of the installation, the instrumentation and process team, who selected the 
equipment (chillers, ice storages, pumps, heat exchangers etc.) by matching its thermal 
contours with the performance data of equipment and finally designing the specific control 
architecture and methodologies team, who proposed intelligent control system in order to 
integrate and control the proposed mechanical equipment. All the above mentioned teams 
will lastly integrate their individual sub control modules (embedded control strategies 
within the equipment) and produce an integrated control structure for the system operation 
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of the Energy Center. The final control matrix [Chapter 6] will be produced by careful 
investigation of interactive process of Mode operation explained in the Chapter 3. 

The mapping results of thermal load contour [Figure 1.2] of the selected environmental 
control project in 24 hours cycle during the summer peak day indicates that peak hour load 
requirement and it could only be achieved by operating as many number of chillers in the 
peak demand period. The indoor condition of the Garden will be maintained by the delivery 
of massive volume flow of chilled air and this will be done by the Air Handling Units and 
chillers located in the Energy Center of the project. With the exposure of extreme ambient 
condition the chillers will not be efficient (low COP) and it is the definite fact that many 
numbers of chillers should be employed to satisfy the cooling load demand of the Garden. 

The feasibility study of the project has shown that the capital investment of the mechanical 
equipment was unimaginably high due to the nature of environmental factors. The cooling 
load required to match peak load hours is recognized as the most critical process 
throughout the total load cycle. The simulation results are also supported with the above 
mentioned conclusion by predicting the behavior of the chiller system. Many numbers of 
chillers are in operation for only a few hours of the 24 hour cycle, whereas they are in 
almost idle condition rest of the period of the whole cycle. However, the existence of these 
idle chillers in the chiller system is an essential task to meet the peak load during the peak 
hours. The simulation results also proved that these chillers work few hours during the 
whole operational cycle. In this scenario, the mechanical design team realized that 
optimization of mechanical equipment selection will be one of the critical factors to be 
addressed for the viability assessment of this nature of a project [1]. 

Then the adoption of thermal energy storage [TES] concept came into picture suggesting 
peak load demand to be replaced by TES, which also furnish an added advantage to 
produce off line cooling during low ambient (night) period of the day utilizing efficient 
operation of chillers. Operation of chillers during night and producing ofi1ine cooling (ice) 
closely match with our energy saving application which also implies to minimize their low 
efficiency operation during the day (high ambient inefficient chillers) [see the manufacture 
performance data table 2.1 and table 2.2]. Implementation of TES for the mechanical 
design, was a very good decision, however it is also revealed that the optimum number 
(Optimization [minimization]) of equipment in any single circuit expected to operate 
depending on instant load variation equally plays a very important role in the process of 
load curve tracking [2]. (The best combination to operate among the TES, chillers, Heat 
Exchangers and pumps etc. to achieve minimum energy input by aiming the predicted 
output). 

The radical approach of offsetting the peak load with pre-stored cooling (ice storage) 
energy produced by the chillers during the time slots (low ambient) where the efficiency of 
the chillers are optimal (Max COP) is considered to be a very important analogy in ice 
manufacturing operation of the TES. The proper estimation or the prediction of peak 
thermal capacity required for the next day operation will also help to schedule mechanical 
sources requirement (number of efficient chillers and the ice banks) and this as a concept 
will finally optimize( minimize) total day' s energy requirement of the plant. Therefore load 
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prediction methodology is required in order to justify allocation of resources required for 
the next day's operation of the energy centre cooling plant [3], [4] and section 5.4. 

The anticipated weather pattern from a computer model based on genetic algorithm (GA) 
[5]-[10] will provide the inputs to the process of computation of predicted refrigeration 
(cooling) load requirement for the next 24 hour operation. This will be used to compute the 
capacity of number of ice banks required and the chillers to be operated within the 
algorithmic procedure of the control network thereby triggering the multiple sub control 
loops to operate (i.e. ice manufacturing, melting, during the night) (Figure 1.1). 

Inaccurate prediction will result the deficit or surplus ice production in the ice banks. If 
sufficient ice could not be made due to diversified operation of scheduled chillers for ice 
build operation, (chillers may be busy meeting daily load on priority basis of its day's 
operation), and the next day peak load will not be met due to inadequate support from the 
ice storage. Then the system surveillance criteria will enforce to operate additional 1101}

scheduled chillers in order to maintain the system sustainability of the Garden. The 
additional no-scheduled chiller operation will not be benefitted our ultimate goal of energy 
minimization since the chillers will operate with low COP during the high ambient 
condition (inefficient time slots) of the day. 

This will loose the control of target minimization of total energy input to the system. 
Similarly the surplus of ice in the ice banks will also loose its target minimization of total 
energy due to the fact that wastage of energy on over production of ice. 

For the last few decades, especially when energy crises hit its hard on the world economy, 
many design engineers as well as the experienced energy auditors looked forward for 
optimization of energy function of any system they designed and proposed Energy 
Optimization since it is a mandatory requirement of sustainability concept. Finally, this 
application will also make an attempt to optimize (minimize) the system input energy 
depending on instant resource allocation, equipment efficiency and the predicted load 
requirement of the next day. It was studied that non liner behavior of daily weather profile 
(Figure 1.2) has a major impact on the proposed control model. However the design notes 
proposed here will move forward a further step deeming the system's sustainability and 
adaptability to achieve optimum degree of perfonnance of the system. This could be 
highlighted as the prime objective of the author in this report. 

It is also understood that, the successful design of the specific Garden project is mainly 
focused on the following criteria based on many analytical concepts put forward by the 
design team: 

1. Optimizing of mechanical equipment requirement in the stage of resource planning 
2. Adoption of continuous weather profile estimation methodology within the control 

software in order to estimate refrigerant loads 
3. Introduction of instance resource allocation technique (combination of Chillers and 

the Ice banks) within the control strategy in order to match the estimated refrigerant 
loads. 
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4. Optimization (minimization) ofTotal energy input to the ITES system. 

Optimization was done in the different levels throughout its entire life cycle [ 11] of the 
project implementing different control strategies (Tactical, Autonomous, Predictive and 
Strategic) in order to achieve minimization of energy in the total operation. The ultimate 
Goal of synthesis of control matrix has been achieved by generalizing its mode operation 
within the operational schedules of the 2417 /365 cycles. This will be explained in the last 
part of chapter 2 of this report. 
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1.2 Objectives-oftbe-Research-- "- --··.· ·--·------ · ------ ·· --- · ·-

General 

It is standard practice that the utilization of TES (Thennal Energy Storage) to shift the cost 
effective peak time load with the burning ice, which was build in the night before, where 
the Air cooled Glycol Chillers are operating with high COP factor due to low ambient 
temperature as well as the utilization of low demand charges of electricity. The proposed 
scheme of cooling system of the Energy Center was based initially on the full shift of the 
load by utilization of night build ice store. This was recognized as an expensive cooling 
process since the capital investment for the number of additional chillers that has to be 
employed to manufacture ice was considerably high and there were no significant benefit 
compared to the initial capital investment. Optimization process of initial equipment 
selection done by the Instrumentation and process design team had come up with the 
following design parameters, as per their outputs, which has been used to achieve the 
mechanical design. [Appendix A] 

There were many sub systems that have been identified as major influence factors on the 
resultant output of the total integral system. Therefore optimization result of these sub 
system will fundamentally define very accurate picture of their functional behavior and this 
will help to design intelligent control system. 

When the stage of initial resource planning, each ITES circuit will be included with the 
followings: 

Glycol Chillers in every ITES circuit =3; Chilled Water chillers in every ITES circuit= I; 
Number of ICE banks =60 

1.2.1 The Objectives of Energy Optimized Control 

The design team was requested to reinvestigate concepts as whole design process of 
mechanical electrical and instrumentation and come up with a sustainable and 
economically sound solution for optimum energy consumption of the plant before 
implementation of the design work of the project (see the figure 1.2). In this scenario, my 
role was to propose control architecture and relevant algorithm as per the hydraulic system 
[Appendixes A.] proposed by the mechanical engineering team. 

1.2.1.1 Objective no.1 

Selection of optimum numbers of equipment in every ITES circuit such a manner that 
(Optimization of Energy) Minimum energy input to the system in every specific operation 
as explained in Mode operations of Chapter 3. 
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1.2.1.2 Objective no.2 

Proposing procedures to control the Mode of operations explained, [chapter 3] in line with 
above Objective no. I and alternative procedures based on adaptability and sustainability of 
the system. The control procedures are explained in the Chapter 3 in great details and 
Control matrix are given in the section of analysis of results in Chapter 6. 
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1.2.1.1.1 Objective Function for Optimization of Energy 

The integrated design task of the project was involved with many sub systems, which were 
to be completed with research components. The objective functions of stochastic models of 
prediction of whether data profile and load profile optimization process the decision 
making was influenced by the posteriori preference articulation technique (search & 
~decide articulation technique) [12]-[14]. The Objective function of Total Energy of 
individual mode operation involved many internal parameters of the chillers such as 
leaving media temperature, ambient temperature and the COP, however the major impact 
in the process of optimization are high lighted as follows: 

The data flow of control decision: 

1. Cooling Load profile prediction methodology based on daily weather profile and 
ANN methods proposed in the computation process [ 15). Instantaneous value of 
Load Profile is W(8) 

2. Objective function [f n(x)] to be minimized on instantaneous values of 8,x, 1 and <p 

3. System static constrains are -r=3.3 and <p=4.4; X is to be maximize and 8 to be 
optimum temperature value of the day. 

fn(X, 8,-r, <p)= W(8) -[Tit/&(X, 8, -r) +T12/11(X., 8, -r)+B(8, <p)] 

fo(x,8,-r) 
f Ll(x.,8,-r) 
B(8, <p) 

111 ' T\2 

X 
8 
't 

<p 

: Thermal (cooling) capacity by the Chiller operation with x COP 
: Thermal( cooling) capacity by the Ice storage with x efficiency 
:Thermal (cooling) capacity ofthe Base load chilled water Chiller 
: Number of Chillers and Ice Banks to be used in the optimum 
configuration. The no of chillers in the system is completed with 
Optimization based on operational and capital before operation of the 
project at the design stage. 

: Coefficient of perfonnance of the Chillers 
:Ambient temperature 
: Leaving chilled media temperature (Glycol) 
:Chilled water supply water temperature of the system 

The Objective function (J n(x., 8 , 1, <p) will be optimized to achieve the following criteria. 

Ice discharge operation (Day time when ambient approaches to its highest values (8)) 

1. Any given time of the day's operation, the total energy required in the predicted 
load contour should be met within its specific Mode operation. 
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2. Minimum number of Chillers should be selected based on maximum number of ice 
bank operation while achieving item no.l. 

3. Chillers are to be operated with best COP (x) by assigning part load conditions. 

Ice Charge Operation (Night time when ambient is low (8)) 

4. Maximum number of Normal Chillers should be selected based on mmtmum 
number of ice bank operation. All other ice banks are busy on ice manufacturing. 

5. Chillers (ice charge Mode) are to be operated with best COP (x) by assigning part 
load conditions on Ice charge operation Mode. 

1.3 Chapter Summary 

The introduction section of Chapter 1 is mostly focused on elucidating the background of 
the selected project and applicable fundamental strategies, which has been employed in the 
mechanical design of the system. It is also reassessed the design team concerns, based on 
current phenomena such as adaptability, sustainability and green building. There are many 
optimization processes involved in many sub control modules in the main process, however 
in this report; only the control procedures have been high lighted. No detail analysis has 
been included on optimization techniques. Generating the control procedures are very 
important tasks in this project since it is required to program the software modules of the 
Control Jargon proposed by the Building Control manufactures. The combination of 
equipment in any control Mode operation should be selected in order to match the cooling 
load requirement within the selected time slot and optimized based on system input energy. 
The primary goal of the optimization process is to select the best combination of equipment 
to be operated to achieve the periodical cooling load requirement of the load curve at any 
given time slot. The objective function, which is formulated in section 1.2 describe the 
instant total energy input to the chiller system. The boundary values of Ambient 
temperature (8), Chiller COP (x) efficiency factor, glycol supply temperature ('t) and the 
system chilled water supply temperature ( cp) of the Ch W chillers are considered as main 
constrains in the process optimization of the objective function. The complete analysis of 
this will be a research objective of another project based on multi objective functions with 
multi input/outputs variables and this will be presented in a later session in detail, since it is 
beyond the scope of this report. The optimization process will be influenced by many 
environmental conditions, which will act as multiple constrains in the process. 

Chiller plant control system (CPCS) or chiller management system described in section 1. 7 
will function to minimize the input electrical energy to the system as of its general control 
procedure. The control mechanism of CPCS will fundamentally carry out the sequencing of 
chillers in the plant based on system chilled water temperature. It also handle many 
functions such as power failure recovery, routing alanns within the network, equalizing 
wear and tear and limit of power input to the chiller by controlling current to its compressor 
(current set point). The addition and subtraction of chillers to and from the system will be 
done based on the cooling requirement of the building monitored by the chilled water 
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supply temperature. In this control method, the feedback signal (change of retum chilled 
water temperature) will not be fast enough to trigger the next action in the sequence. 
Therefore it is required to be adopting the mission critical control procedures in the process. 

The tactical and strategic controls (section 1.8) are introduced in addition to the latter based 
on the instantaneous result of optimizing objective function and Mode control in order to 
perfonn proactive actions and tight control ofthe integral system. 

Chapter 2 fumishes the details of concept development of cooling system based on 
mechanical design proposed by the mechanical team. In this section ice thennal energy 
storage (ITES) and general mechanical piping and devices used are explained. 

The control mode operation is discussed in great detail, with all devices operation in order 
to have tight control of the system. Every individual modes of operation with its relevant 
flow arrangement and subsequent devices to be controlled targeting the ultimate goal qf 
energy optimization are deemed. The individual mode operation and their interaction, such 
as interruption, alanns and alerts to be served in hazard situations are discussed in the 
Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 4, the control strategies of sub systems of the main cooling process are 
explained. There are three sub control loops as indicated in section 4.1 A, B and C, are 
highlighted as call paths of repetitive sub routines in the control software, are used in the 
multiple control modes. Different Combination of these subroutines will perfonn specific 
tasks and these will be elaborated in the final part of the report. Then the CPCS system 
architecture and subroutines are outlined and top down method is used as the design criteria 
for the design of control software. The figure 4.3 explains the modular control software 
architecture utilizing the cascaded method. The logic sequence or rules of control operation 
are mentioned in the sequential format will facilitate the software programmers to code 
their subroutines for the different field control modules. 

Analysis of seasonal load demand profile is the main discussion of the Chapter 5. The 
typical seasonal demand, summer and winter profiles are widely discussed here. This is an 
important task since there is a major impact from the load demand profile on the 
minimization process of the Objective function explained in Chapter 1. Then it moves to 
explicate load profile prediction methodologies, which is suppo1ied by the load profile 
prediction software. The daily operation task of normal CPCS operation and its limitations 
are discussed by concluding the Chapter 5. 

Chapter 6 is devoted to the results and analysis of the work done throughout project 
objectives. Firstly it explains the results of optimum equipment selection. Secondly it 
moves to show the calculation of COP at extreme condition of the ambient, where the 
results will be used to detennine the chiller operation is appropriate in these conditions to 
be continued. Then it will progress to the final target of the project report, producing the 
tactical and strategic tables suitable for daily operation. Additional system design 
considerations will be reinvestigated and advice the commissioning engineers to proper 
tuned up using the variable values of time constant of the PID loops. The relevant primities 
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of the loops should be maintained when they specially handle the cascaded PID 
programmmg. 
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1. 4 Load Profile or thermal contour of the Garden 
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Figure 1.2 Thermal Load Contour of the Control Environment (Garden) 

The above Graph (figure 1.2) shows the simulation results of the building of the subject 
project. The variation of cooling capacity is computed using an outdoor ambient 
temperature and the model synthesis by the performance data of the mechanical equipment 
efficiencies based on environmental conditions. During the day the rises of solar azimuth 
will start penetration of solar radiation around the building envelope resulting to increase 
its surface temperature. Similarly when the sun sets, heat absorbed by the building will 
radiate back to the environment by doubling its surface temperature to optimum levels [16]. 

The above graphics shows simulated results (i.e. nearly 98% accurate) of load variation 
based on ambient temperature and the time of the day, allowing designers to compute load 
estimation, thereby offering opportunity to do the proper sizing of the equipments supposed 
to used in the design. 

The graphical data shown above will indicate the base line value of the estimation on 
average building load; however it will be updated daily by the GA model [17]-[20] running 
within the Load profile estimating software described in a later chapter of this report. 
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1.5 Thermal Energy Storages (TES) 

In any environmental controlled cooling application the thennal loads are the largest 
component appeared in aftemoon peak loads, which will be served by electric utilities 
reaching its optimum levels. Increased use of cool storage (Thennal Energy Storage) would 
shift this massive electrical load from peak to off-peak periods. This shift would permit 
utilities to defer construction of additional generating capacity, reduce customers demand 
charges and avoid its inefficient and costly operation of refrigeration equipment (i.e. 
chillers) in high ambient condition. 

Although the number of cool storage installations in commercial buildings is growing, it 
also represents only a small fraction of real application used inefficiently. One major 
barrier to the use of cool storage equipment has been the uncertainty associated with its 
performance due to inaccurate system control built with standard mechanical system. 

The them1al storage which will be considered in this application is water based ice storage 
tanks cooled by the low temperature freezing point liquid called Glycol. In full load 
operation, Glycol media will be chilled by the 3 numbers of Glycol chillers and circulate 
through a coil that is immersed in a water tank. This is Glycol in water out arrangement. 
When the chilling media (Glycol) is circulated through the coil, the ice will fom1 outside 
the coil within the tank. Once the ice is fully fonned in the tank controls will automatically 
stop the flowing Glycol through the tank by signalling to the chillers system and its 
integrated controls to stop the chillers. There is also ice harvesting meters within the tank, 
which gives the signal to control equipment indicating that they have already harvested. 

When the system requires the additional cooling during the peak time, the formed ice will 
be burned by wann chilled water through the tanks. Ice chilled water will be circulated 
within the system to meet the peak load. This will be known as phenomena of load shifting. 

In this project four TES circuit have been employed as sub systems of each individuallTES 
circuits (Chapter 2) which are configured to perfonn ice building in the ice charging Mode 
by utilizing glycol chillers (during low ambient time slots), concurrently to discharge low 
temperature chilled water in the Discharge mode (burning ice by the chillers in the Peak 
mode) by meeting the peak load during the high peak hours. 
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1.6 Glycol and Chw Chiller Operation 

Each ITES circuit is completed with three nos. of Glycol media chillers and single Chilled 
water based load chiller ensuring all operative options subsist in a single (ITES) circuit. 
The mechanical architecture proposed for the cooling strategy will also fulfill the tactical 
and strategic control requirement for the multiple and simultaneous operations described in 
the chapter 3, which is known as Chiller Mode operation. 

Glycol chillers will generate very low temperature glycol media, which can be utilized to 
build ice within the ice tanks. When the chillers have to work hard to produce low 
temperature chilled media and (quite naturally) its internal mechanical system will not be 
efficient. (Refer table 2.1 and table 2.2) Its COP factor will drop down to considerably low 
value. If the chillers are also operated simultaneously under the high ambient condition 
with Glycol media to produce low temperature glycol then its COP factor will ~e 
drastically dropped down to low value due to double inefficient condition acting on the 
chiller system. This indicates that the Glycol chiller should be operated in the low ambient 
condition (at least during the night time) in order to save big portion of energy from its 
inefficient operation of ice manufacturing. 

The glycol chillers are set primarily to build the ice required for the ice storage in the night 
operation; however when there is an emergency the Glycol chillers also work on partially 
to fulfill the unexpected load requirement of the Chiller Plant. These conditions refer to the 
impulsive logic sequences in control algorithms, which are essentially embedded in to the 
Central control algorithm of the system. 

The main function of the Chilled water base load chiller is to fulfill the minimum base load 
capacity of the building load. Every ITES circuit will be completed with single base load 
chiller and making available total four base load chillers to the Chiller Plant System. 
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1.7 Chiller Plant Control System · 

Chiller plant control system is a software based integrator which acts intelligently to 
sequences starting, modulating and limiting of chillers operation to optimize the overall 
chiller plant energy efficiency. Fundamentally any chiller plant control system is defined 
with two or many number of Chillers with different capacities and network communication 
interfaces. 

Theoretically Individual chillers are designated to operate as base, peak, or swing units 
based on capacity and efficiency. The CPCS software detem1ines based on (internal 
strategies progrmm11ed) which chiller to run in response to current load requirement a11d 
status of the Plant. The software is also responsible for minimizing mechanical wear and 
tear ofthe whole plant by rotating individual chillers and equalizing their running time. 

The CPCS gives the highest priority by understanding the importm1ce of maintaining 
chilled water production while protecting the chillers from the costly damage. This will be 
done by deploying alternative chillers on line while shutting down a11d putting the faulty 
chillers on offline. 

Many faulty alarms are set out to the outside world to inform the current status of the whole 
plant as well as the individuals while CPCS not forgetting its target. For exmnple if no 
water flow is detected in the pipe lines of the chiller, the start sequence is abOiied to protect 
the chiller. The next chiller in the sequence is immediately started to maintain the cooling. 
In the event of any problem, the operator receives an alarm notification and diagnostic 
message to aid in quick and accurate troubleshooting. 

When the CPCS is integrated with a11y Building Mm1agement System perfom1ing building 
control functions, the CPCS manager (this is the core part of coordination with other 
software module) optimize the total building operation with the requirement of the others. 

The CPCS often communicate with open systems protocol allowing other systems to share 
its data for integration purposes. By doing this, the total task of Energy optimization will be 
done with ease. This type of chiller plant automation enables to adopt unique energy-saving 
strategies. As an example this will provide better tool for controlling cooling towers, pumps, 
and chillers from the perspective of overall system energy consumption. The software 
intelligently evaluates and selects the lowest energy consumption alternative. 

Trend rep01is and Snapshots showing system status just p1ior to a11 emergency shutdown 
helps operators determine the cause. If emergency conditions justify an immediate manual 
shutdown, the operator can override the automatic control. 

In this application, CPCS software is used by configuring Ch W -CPCS and Glycol -CPCS 
managing two individual task simultaneously within the same main task of production of 
Chilled water in required capacity. 
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1.8 Tactical and Strategic Controls 

Tactical and Strategic controls are two sub segmented criteria of the device operation when 
operating sub system under the command of main control operation. The task of 
developing a control sequence for an ice storage system can be simplified by dividing 
control into two categories, tactical and strategic. Tactical control defines how to perfonn a 
certain function whereas Strategic control defines when to perfom1 that function. 

For Example In this application it is considered the following sub modules to achieve the 
overall control function by interaction between them. 

Within the ITES module, it is considered the following sub system to be operating its own 
control jargons. 

1. Glycol Chiller Plant manager with 3 nos. Chillers to be operate as explained in the 
Chapter 3. (strategic) 

2. ChW I Glycol main Heat Exchanger system will be ramped up/down based on 
temperature sensor at the down stream flow of the Chilled water system. (figure 
3.1) (tactical) 

3. Ice storage charge I discharge function based on ice harvesting sensors and the ice 
quantity required by the load predicting system. This is detetmined by the software 
tool within the CPCS system (tactical---+ strategic---+ tactical) 

4. All other individual pumps based on its specific requirement are defined in 
Chapter 4. (tactical) 

1.9 Modeling of Energy Equations 

The Objective function mentioned above section 1.2 indicate that there are tlu·ee 
mechanical components are consuming electrical energy and these could be defined as 
total energy function as given from the formula fn(x, e,t, q>)= W(8) -[YJtfo(x, e, T) 
+112/~(x, 8, T)+B(8, q> )] 

fo(x,e,t) 
j ~(X,8,T) 
B(8, q>) 

:Them1al (cooling) capacity by the Glycol Chiller operation with x COP 
:Thermal (cooling) capacity by the Ice storage with x efficiency 
:Thennal (cooling) capacity of the Base load chilled water Chiller 

11 1• 112 are the Number of Chillers and Ice Banks to be used in the 
optimum configuration. The no of chillers in the system is completed 
with Optimization based on operational and capital before operation of 
the project at the design stage. 

For the chiller, a model is based on regression functions that describe how the cooling 
capacity and the energy efficiency vary with operating conditions, as well as the power 
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consumption varies based on instantaneous part-load ratio of the chiller. The chiller 
model can be described by the following Polynomial function [21]. 

CAPFTcaiycoiJ = u,+ u2 't+ U3 't2 +u4 8 +us 8 2+u6 't 8 --------+ 1 

EIRFTcoiycolJ = ro ,+ ro2 't+ ro3 't2+ro4 8 +ros 8 2+ro 6 't 8----~ 2 

2 EIRPFPLRcaiycoiJ= J..L1+ J..l2 \If+ J..l3 \If ____________ ___, 3 

Where \If is the Part Load Ratio of the Chiller measured as Evaporator output x to 
the full load condition. 

\lf 1 = Evaporator kW output at part load condition (Actual) 
Evaporator kW output at full load condition---+ (catalogue data K1) 

Evaporator kW output at part load condition (Actual) = \lf K 
fo (X, 50, 3.3) Electrical power input = XI \lf, K, (3 .3 C leaving Glycol and 
SOC temperature) 
Using the above 1, 2 and 3 the following could be simplified to 
fo(x, 8, 't) =fo(x, 50, 3.3) CAPFTcaiycoi) EIRFTcaiycoiJ EIRPFPLRcaiycoiJ 
fo (X, 8, 't) = XI \lf 1 K ,CAPFTcoiycol) EIRFTcalycoi) EIRPFPLRcoiycoll 
fo (x, 8, 't)= X1 \lf1 K 1 (u1+u2 't+u3 't2+u4 8 +us 8 2+u6 't 8) 

(ro 1+ ro 2 't + ro 3 't2+ro4 8 +ros 8 2+ro6 't 8) 
2 

(J..LI + ~l 2 \If I + J..l 3 \If I ) 4 

Similarly for the Chilled water Chillers power input B(8, <p) 

B(50, 4.4) = Xz '¥2 K2 (\lf2=1 due to the chillers are running with full load) 
B(8, <p) = B(50, 4.,4) ~APFTc,chw~ EI~FTcch';l E~RP~PLRcchWJ 

= Xz K2 cu 1 + u 2 <p + u 3 <p + u 4 8 + u s 8 + u 6 <p 8) 
(ro' ,+ ro ' 2 <p + ro' 3 <p 2 + ro' 4 8 + ro' s 8 2+ ro ' 6 <p 8) 
(J..L ' 1 + J..L ' 2 + J..L ' 3 2) 5 

Where K3 = K2 (~t' ,+ J..L' 2 + J..L' 3 
2) 

B (8, <p) = 'X2 K3 (u'1+ u'2 <p+ u'3 <p 2+u'4 8 +u's 8 2+u'6 <p 8) 
(ro' 1+ ro' 2 <p + ro' 3 <p 2 + ro' 4 8 + ro' 5 8 2+ ro' 6 <p 8)---+ 6 

For the Ice tank storage energy will be calculated using the model developed using 
thennodynamic fundamentals [22]. The charging perfonnance is related to the temperature 
rise from brine inlet to outlet as well as the Glycol flow rate. Temperature difference of 3.3 
C between storage tank and chiller is used in the optimization simulation, given that it is 
generally used in consideration of the low-temperature charge capacity of the chiller. The 
charging rate of ice-storage tank CR is related to its average charge temperature (ACBT): 
Where d i is coefficient that may be detem1ined from the perfonnance curve. The ice
storage tank can be viewed as a heat exchanger. The discharging rate of the tank Q ice may 
be expressed as 

ACBT =do + c/1 CR+ d2 CR2 
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lfBRARY 
UIIIVERSJTY OF MORATUWA, SRILArJK,t 

IIORATUWA 

Q ice =UA !J.T Log mean, ice 

Where !J.T Log mean. ice =[( 't!- Tj)-( 't2- Tj)]!ln (('tl- T}/( 't2- Tj)) 

For Water freezing temperature Tr=O C 
11T Log mean. ice= ( 'tJ-'t2)!ln(ti / 't2) 

2 3 4 5 6) 1 
UAice = (eo+ e1y + e2y + e3 y + e4 y + e5 y + e6 y Q s. nomina/ !J. Tice nominal 

Q s. nomina/!J.Tice nominat= ~; this is the data specific to the manufacturer. 

So that Q ice =UA !J.T Log mean. ice 

=~(eo+ e1y+ e2y 2+ e3 y 3 + e4y 4 + e5y 5 + e6 y 
6
) (tt-'t2)!ln (t1/'t2) 

f t:.C'X, 8, t) = X3 ~(eo+ elY+ e2y 2+ e3 y 3 + e4 y 4 
+ es y 

5 
+ e6 y 

6
) ('tJ-'t2)!ln (ti l t2) 

Where ei are the curve constants and y is the fraction of ice remaining in the ice bank. 
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